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FOREWORD
While morphology is, and for many decades to come will remain the mainstay of the
histopathological diagnosis, an accurate classification of neoplastic disorders is today in many
cases impossible without the adjuvant methods of immunohistochemistry (IHC) and molecular
genetics. Although there is a continuing effort to discover new sensitive and specific IHC
antibodies that would be useful in laboratory practice, an even more intense effort is being
exerted to widen our understanding of the molecular underpinnings of neoplastic diseases,
particularly since the advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) in the recent years. Such
understanding can be later utilized in many ways. For instance, the knowledge of a rearrangement
of a given tumor can later lead to the development of the very specific and sensitive antibody.
Secondly, it can become itself diagnostically useful and be easily detected by some relatively
cheap molecular genetic method such as fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), or by other
methods that are becoming more widely available and affordable, including NGS itself. Thus, in
both cases, it facilitates rendering of an accurate diagnosis. Thirdly, such rearrangement can lead
to the development of novel, highly specific drugs which may target these rearrangements and
improve patient’s survival. Lastly, the knowledge of the molecular background of tumors allows
for the refinement of the tumor classification which in turn leads to the availability of a better risk
stratification groups for malignant tumors but also to an increase of pure academic knowledge. At
first sight, for examples, when one type of a benign tumor is separated from a heterogeneous
group of others, completely innocuous tumors, it may appear that mere academic progress has
been achieved. However, such progress usually concomitantly leads to an increase of a deeper
understanding of tumorigenesis whose impact and significance are impossible to predict.
Apart from hematopathology and perhaps neuropathology, there are very few areas of
surgical pathology where IHC and molecular genetics play such a critical role as in the diagnosis
of soft tissue tumors. In fact, it is our experience that today a diagnosis of any soft tissue tumor is
rarely made without the use of a least a few IHC markers, and when rendering the diagnosis of
sarcoma, IHC and increasingly, molecular genetics, is used almost invariably.
Since soft tissue tumors represent a highly complex group of usually very rare neoplasms
whose diagnosis often necessitates advanced laboratory equipment, much of these lesions are
usually concentrated in only a few large pathology centers. The author of this thesis is fortunate
enough to work at an institution which receives arguably one the highest amount of both routine
and consultation soft tissue tumor cases in the whole Central European region. In the last quarter
of a century, this institution has also been very effective in the creation and administration of its
tumor registry. In this archive of rare tumors, of which the soft tissue tumors represent a very
significant part, all cases are precisely assorted using specific keywords. When necessary, any
given case can be searched and obtained for review within few hours. For those interested, these
circumstances along with the presence of several acknowledged soft tissue experts at the
department, provide a unique environment to learn and study soft tissue tumors, as well as many
other neoplasms. Therefore, the author of this thesis focused his research mostly (but not
exclusively) on mesenchymal neoplasms. The intent of his publications was to study and find
novel ways and clues which could help others to arrive at the correct diagnosis as well as to
propose novel approaches and categories for classification of certain tumors. To achieve this
goal, he and his colleagues approached every topic the same way a pathologist works in practice.
With a novel hypothesis in mind, we first strived for a precise morphological assessment of the
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material, followed by the IHC analysis. In cases where it was desirable and necessary, molecular
genetic analysis followed.
Using this approach, the author of this thesis produced altogether 13 manuscripts as the
main researcher, 11 of which focused on mesenchymal lesions. The remaining two studies
reported one peculiar penile tumor and one head and neck neoplasm which, along with most of
the 20 publications he co-authored, are dealing with the other areas of surgical pathology largely
researched at his institution – head and neck pathology and the pathology of testicular and penile
tumors. Apart from two contributions deliberately sent to non-impacted journals, all other studies
were published in international journals with an impact factor, in many cases representing some
of the best journals in this field of medicine.
The thesis is conceived as a collection of commentaries on each manuscript followed by a
copy of every publication. It is divided into two main parts. In the initial one, the first authored
manuscripts are discussed, the second summarizes the co-authored publications. Each of the two
parts is then divided based on the body system it concerns.
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SUMMARY
This thesis is a collection of commentaries on altogether 13 first-authored and 20 coauthored publications where morphology, immunohistochemistry (IHC) and molecular genetic
methods were used to provide novel clues for arriving at an accurate diagnosis of tumors, as well
as to propose novel approaches and refinement of classification of certain tumors. The presented
manuscripts are the result of the postgraduate studies of MUDr. Michael Michal at the Charles
University in Prague, Faculty of Medicine in Pilsen in the period between 2015-2018. The author
focused the main part of his research, particularly his first-authored manuscripts, on soft tissue
tumors but also largely participated in research activities focusing on other body systems. Over
the course of his studies, four main areas of interests within the topic of soft tissue pathology
emerged.
The first is oriented on soft tissue tumors of presumed (but unconfirmed) fibroblastic
lineage. First two publications regard two related low-grade sarcomas called Myxoinflammatory
fibroblastic sarcoma (MIFS) and Pleomorphic hyalinizing angiectatic tumor (PHAT). In the first
manuscript, a high-grade variant of the former is described. The latter publication is focused on
the morphological and IHC similarities between both MIFS and PHAT. The third and very recent
publication describes 4 novel cases of an emerging entity provisionally called acral fibroblastic
spindle cell neoplasm with EWSR1-SMAD3 fusion. Only one previous report of this tumor has
been published, and our contribution thus helps to further characterize this apparently very rare
tumor.
The second group of publications concerns tumors of the peripheral nerve sheath origin.
Overall three papers from this area are presented. One reports on a novel, so far undescribed
morphological feature of a plexiform neurofibroma. Other presents a special, highly cellular
variant of perineurioma which may be easily mistaken for monophasic fibrous synovial sarcoma.
The last manuscript is a review of hybrid peripheral nerve sheath tumor pathology.
The third part concerns peculiar histiocytic proliferations. Although most of them do not
primarily affect soft tissue structures, since they may be easily mistaken for a carcinoma and
occur over a wide anatomic range, they are often signed out by the soft tissue pathologists. As
mentioned, they occur in many different organs and tissues and in most of them they bear a
different name. We proposed a unifying concept and a common name for all these lesions and
also studied their expression of various IHC markers.
The fourth area of interest are tumors of adipose tissue which became the center of the
author’s research in one larger paper and two letters to the editor. First paper scrutinized the
relatively common lipomatous tumor called spindle cell/pleomorphic lipoma for the presence of
lipoblasts. Since general pathologists often consider the presence of lipoblasts as an important
feature for rendering the diagnosis of liposarcoma, their presence in spindle cell/pleomorphic
lipoma, a benign mimic of liposarcoma, may lead to overdiagnosis. The first letter to the editor
reports another worrisome and commonly present feature of spindle cell/pleomorphic lipoma –
the occurrence of atypical mitosis. The latter letter to the editor is a reply to a comment made by
another group of investigators in a reaction to our studies of spindle cell/pleomorphic lipoma.
Due to a large number of co-authored manuscripts, their summary was omitted, and they
will be introduced only at the particular section of the thesis.
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1.1. SOFT TISSUES
1.1.1. HIGH-GRADE MYXOINFLAMMATORY FIBROBLASTIC SARCOMA: A
REPORT OF 23 CASES.
Myxoinflammatory fibroblastic sarcoma (MIFS) is a low-grade sarcoma originally
described in 1998 by three independent groups of authors [1-3]. These tumors have a high
propensity for local recurrence and were initially thought to occur exclusively in the distal
extremities. As further studies have shown, this tumor may not be restricted to acral sites, and
apart from local recurrence, six cases with metastatic disease have been documented in the
literature so far [3-7]. Nonetheless, despite these publications, MIFS is still generally considered
a low-grade neoplasm with a very low metastatic potential [6].
In our group, we have noticed that some examples of this tumor do not always show the
classical low-grade morphology but display highly atypical cellular features. Therefore, we
searched the Pilsner tumor archive for such examples. Aside from the obvious prerequisite of
blastic tumor cells with a high degree of pleomorphism notable at first sight with numerous
atypical to bizarre mitoses and frequent foci of necrosis, the inclusion criteria in our series were
exclusively based on the fulfilling of 4, in our view, highly specific histopathologic features of
MIFS (also valid for low-grade tumors). The first one was characterized by mats of neoplastic
cells with eosinophilic cytoplasm having accentuated cell membranes, often created a
resemblance to a mosaic. These areas had gradual transitions to less cohesive foci, in which the
extracellular mucous substance began to percolate between cells. In foci, where larger amounts of
extracellular mucin were present, the cells further separated producing mucin pools with scattered
individual cells bearing a resemblance to a “dilapidated brick wall.” The other 3 characteristic
features of MIFS are the occurrence of 3 different types of cells, which in our view might
represent different stages of the development of a single cell population, namely, (1) lipoblastlike cells with an ample, distended, mucin-filled cytoplasm, compartmentalized by a variable
number of intracytoplasmic septa, thus remotely resembling soccer balls; (2) large, polygonal,
bizarre ganglion-like, also called Reed-Sternberg (RS)–like cells which featured inclusion-like
nucleolus. (3) cells with emperipolesis of variable sizes, ranging from very inconspicuous
neoplastic cells containing only one or a few engulfed cells to conspicuous large ones having
virtually hundreds of inflammatory cells, usually polymorphonuclear leukocytes admixed with
various numbers of some lymphoid cells, within the cytoplasm. Quite often, we found large
neoplastic cells that combined the histologic features of all these 3 characteristic tumor cell types.
In one case, in addition to the typical histologic appearance of high-grade MIFS, not different
from other cases in our series, there was an area of spindle cell type of undifferentiated sarcoma.
Another case contained the same high-grade MIFS and spindle cell undifferentiated sarcoma and
in addition also an area of a low-grade MIFS. Using these criteria, we collected 23 specimens of
this tumor.
Clinically, the 23 cases of HG MIFS affected mostly older people, with a mean age of
64.3 years (age ranged from 39-93 years). Some of these tumors were located at the acral sites,
but the majority affected the proximal parts of the extremities, especially the thigh. Follow-up
was available for 18 patients, of whom 9 developed metastatic disease and 7 of these died.
Therefore, it confirmed that this highly atypical variant has a much more ominous prognosis that
the classical MIFS.
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MIFS has an uncharacteristic immunoprofile showing variable positivity with antibodies
such as CD34, keratins, Actin S, CD68, D2-40 [6]. In our study, we analyzed the reactivity of
these tumors with a variety of other antibodies that have not been tested on these tumors so far.
Eventually, we discovered a strong and usually diffuse positivity with Cyclin D1. Although very
unspecific, we found this antibody very useful in highlighting the cells with emperipolesis since
the stain is expressed by the neoplastic cells but not by the engulfed inflammatory cells which are
then easier to recognize.
At the time of publication, the genetic background of these tumors was largely unknown.
Some cases of low-grade MIFS were found to harbor TGFBR3 and MGEA5 gene
rearrangements. However, we knew from another research group that this rearrangement is
present in only a very small subset of cases (later confirmed by some studies [8]). Therefore we
did not include these molecular genetic methods in our study. Recently, it was shown that BRAF
rearrangements are present in about 25% of low-grade MIFS [9] and it will be interesting to see,
how many cases in our cohort of HG MIFS have this rearrangement.
In summary, our study found that MIFS, being so far considered as a low-grade sarcoma
occurring mostly on acral sites, is an entity that encompasses the whole spectrum of lesions
ranging from low-grade and relatively indolent neoplasms to high-grade tumors or entirely
undifferentiated spindle cell/pleomorphic sarcoma with aggressive biological behavior. Of note,
another recent paper presented additional cases of HG MIFS including a case with
dedifferentiation therefore independently confirming our observations [10].
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1.1.2. PLEOMORPHIC HYALINIZING ANGIECTATIC TUMOR REVISITED: ALL
TUMORS MANIFEST TYPICAL MORPHOLOGIC FEATURES OF
MYXOINFLAMMATORY FIBROBLASTIC SARCOMA, FURTHER
SUGGESTING 2 MORPHOLOGIC VARIANTS OF A SINGLE ENTITY.
Pleomorphic hyalinizing angiectatic tumor (PHAT) is locally aggressive sarcoma [11] that
is generally considered to be somehow related to MIFS. The progression of PHAT to a
myxofibrosarcoma-like sarcoma has been described in several cases [12]. Both PHAT and MIFS
have a very similar clinical presentation, and prognosis and the morphological features of both
tumors are also considered to be very much alike. However, these morphological similarities
have never been precisely studied and defined in the literature. While searching for cases of HG
MIFS, we came across a recurrent PHAT initially diagnosed as myxofibrosarcoma. Thanks to our
better knowledge of the wide spectrum of MIFS’s morphology, when we re-reviewed both
biopsies again, it became obvious that both the original and the recurrent lesions show typical
cytological features of MIFS, albeit the recurrent tumor harbored more prominent cytological
atypia. This surprising finding compelled us to review all 9 cases filed as PHATs from our files
that matched our cytological and histological criteria for MIFS used in our previous publication
concerning the HG variety of this tumor. All the 9 lesions contained cells morphologically
indistinguishable from MIFS on the background of predominant features of PHAT characterized
by thin-walled angular ectatic vessels surrounded by perivascular hyaline material. This vascular
change can be theoretically initiated by the tumor growth itself, possibly being more likely to
occur at the lower extremities, where high hydrostatic pressure and often concomitant venous
insufficiency are present.
The possibility that vascular changes in PHAT represent solely a histologic pattern and
not a true neoplasm or that MIFS and most of the cases of PHAT represent a different
morphologic manifestation of a single entity has already been raised by other authors [6, 11, 13].
That would also explain why some authors described cases showing features of PHATs recurring
as myxofibrosarcomas because the recurrence in most cases might, in fact, be high-grade MIFS,
and most of these reported lesions might have represented primarily a low-grade MIFS associated
with morphologically prominent ectatic hyalinized vessels.
The identical gene rearrangement of TGFBR3 and MGEA5 in a subset of cases of PHAT
and MIFS lends further support to the proposition that these 2 entities are likely morphologic
variants of the same tumor [11]. As mentioned in the previous commentary, recently, BRAF
rearrangements were reported in 25% of MIFS [9]. Since only 2 cases of PHAT were tested in
this study, it will be interesting to see if this rearrangement will be found in a larger set of cases.
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1.1.3. HISTIOCYTOSIS WITH RAISINOID NUCLEI: A UNIFYING CONCEPT FOR
LESIONS REPORTED UNDER DIFFERENT NAMES AS NODULAR
MESOTHELIAL/HISTIOCYTIC HYPERPLASIA,
MESOTHELIAL/MONOCYTIC INCIDENTAL CARDIAC EXCRESCENCES,
INTRALYMPHATIC HISTIOCYTOSIS, AND OTHERS: A REPORT OF 50
CASES.
Nodular mesothelial/histiocytic hyperplasia, nodular histiocytic aggregates,
mesothelial/monocytic incidental cardiac excrescences (MICE), reactive eosinophilic pleuritis,
histioeosinophilic granuloma of the thymus, and intralymphatic histiocytosis are all names for
benign reactive histiocytic proliferations occurring in different body sites. Several previous
publications have established a link between some of these conditions. However, no publication
has ever comprehensively addressed all of these lesions together in one study in an attempt to
explain and discuss their striking analogy.
We collected 50 cases of these proliferations from various body locations. To prove that
all lesions represent the same process, we first analyzed their morphological features which were
basically identical. However, based on the exact location, the histiocytes may be admixed with
various other types of cells or tissues, and that was also the reason why most of them have not
been linked to each other before. For example, lesions called nodular histiocytic hyperplasia
occur on the serosal surfaces and therefore usually contain an additional admixture of mesothelial
cells. On the other hand, probably due to the presence of air, the histiocytic lesions in the thymus
(after pneumomediastinum was iatrogenically created) and in the lungs (after pneumothorax)
contained an admixture of eosinophils.
Secondly, we used a fairly wide panel of histiocytic antibodies consisting of the following
markers: CD68, CD163, CD4, Lysozyme, CD45, CD11c, CD64, CD14. The most sensitive
markers turned out to be CD68, CD163, CD64 and also CD4. We also applied CD1a, Langerin
and S100 protein to exclude the possibility of Langerhans cell histiocytosis which consistently
yielded negative results.
Thirdly, besides analyzing the morphological and immunohistochemical features, we also
performed a fairly exhaustive literature review. We pointed out the similarities between these
processes and also found previous articles suggesting a potential link between some of the
entities. Most of the evidence supports the concept that these proliferations occur as an unspecific
reaction to an injury, that is, a trauma, inflammation, infiltratively growing malignancy, surgical
procedure, etc. In most cases, they occur as an incidental finding during a diagnostic process for
other purposes. Also, they are invariably benign and, with the exception of the skin,
asymptomatic. These innocuous lesions can sometimes cause considerable differential diagnostic
difficulties by resembling a metastatic carcinoma or Langerhans cell histiocytosis.
In summary, we studied 50 cases of peculiar histiocytic proliferations that occur in diverse
body sites and bear various names based on the affected organ. These innocuous lesions can
sometimes cause considerable differential diagnostic difficulties by resembling a metastatic
carcinoma or Langerhans cell histiocytosis. We provided evidence that all of them share the same
morphologic, immunohistochemical, and pathogenetic properties, thus they all represent the same
pathologic process and should be referred to as such. Based on their typical nuclear features we
proposed a collective term “histiocytosis with raisinoid nuclei” for them.
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1.1.4. THE UNIFYING CONCEPT OF HISTIOCYTOSIS WITH RAISINOID NUCLEI:
A NEW EVIDENCE THAT INTRAVASCULAR/INTRALYMPHATIC
HISTIOCYTOSIS AND MICE BELONG IN THE SAME SPECTRUM OF
LESIONS
Perhaps the most novel finding of the above-commented study was the provided evidence
that intralymphatic histiocytosis and the other lesions are identical. Despite being the subject of
myriad reports, until our publication, intralymphatic histiocytosis was a poorly understood entity.
Now, when this lesion is set into a wider context, it is clear it represents the same unspecific body
reaction to injury as any other of the above-mentioned proliferations.
Another evidence for our concept was presented in the study by Val-Bernal et al. [14]
who reported two cases of intralymphatic histiocytosis in the dilated blood vessels of an aortic
valve which represent the first two cases of intralymphatic histiocytosis reported outside the skin.
For years there has been another lesion known to occur in this area which has been referred to as
cardiac MICE. Both intralymphatic histiocytosis and MICE are included in our concept, and we
consider these two lesions (along with the others) as identical processes consisting of CD68,
CD163, CD4, Lysozyme, CD45 and CD64 positive histiocytes which merely occur at different
body sites. In this location, their two cases could be alternatively diagnosed as intravascular
examples of MICE. Their diagnosis of IVH occurring in the vessels of the aortic valve only
proves that these two lesions are identical and therefore indistinguishable. In our series, we had
several cases of MICE, but none of them occurred in the cardiac blood vessels, which would give
us another persuasive evidence for our concept. In this letter to the editor, we commented on this
unique and recently published example of this histiocytic proliferation which further supports one
of the main theses of our work.
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1.1.5. MULTIVACUOLATED MUCIN-FILLED CELLS: A UNIQUE CELL
CHARACTERISTIC OF PLEXIFORM NEUROFIBROMA. A REPORT OF 11
CASES.
Neurofibroma is a benign peripheral nerve sheath tumor composed of a variable
admixture of Schwann, perineurial-like, perineurial, mast and fibroblastic cells. Five
neurofibroma subtypes are recognized, one of which is plexiform neurofibroma [15]. Its
recognition is important since as much as 85% of cases plexiform neurofibroma are associated
with neurofibromatosis type 1 [16], and in addition, they are more prone to undergo a malignant
transformation than the remaining four subtypes .
While going through neural soft tissue tumors for the assortment into our soft tissue
collection, we encountered several cases of plexiform neurofibroma, an extensively studied tumor
type in the past, that exhibited a so-far unreported and highly distinctive type of cell. It typically
featured a variably sized, multivacuolated cytoplasm divided by fine septa with a small polygonal
nucleus that was dislodged to the periphery of the cells and was often compressed or slightly
indented by the cytoplasmic mucous substance. Often the cells resembled a soccer ball or a
jellyfish. Based on the appearance of these cells, we named them multivacuolated mucin-filled
cells (MMFC). I further reviewed more than 100 plexiform neurofibroma cases and altogether
collected 11 such examples. I also reviewed other (non-plexiform) neurofibroma subtypes,
malignant neural tumors and some other entities and did not find this type of cell in any of them.
With the Alcian blue stain, the vacuoles of MMFC showed positive staining, providing
evidence that they contain mucus. In all nine cases tested, the MMFC stained positively for
CD34, which selectively highlighted their presence, with some plexiform neurofibromas
containing hundreds of these elements. The immunostaining was usually strong, and it outlined
the cytoskeleton of the MMFC. Out of the 9 tested cases, in 6 lesions MMFC were also positive
for GLUT-1, with the staining pattern similar to that of CD34. Two cases also showed expression
of Claudin-1 antibody, again in a pattern similar to that of the CD34 antibody. As expected, S100 protein reacted in all 9 tested cases with the Schwann cell population but was consistently
negative in all MMFC, as were all the remaining antibodies. The common combined positivity of
MMFC with CD34 and GLUT-1 and, in few cases, Claudin-1 antibodies may point towards their
intermediate lineage between perineurial cells and fibroblasts. The awareness of this cell type in
plexiform neurofibroma may be helpful especially in small biopsy specimens where its
recognition may provide a clue for recognition.
The correct diagnosis is clinically important since plexiform neurofibroma is a syndromic
tumor. The same is true for some other differential diagnostic entities such as intramuscular
myxomas. Moreover, other entities entering the differential diagnosis are malignant tumors, for
example MIFS, myxofibrosarcoma or myxoid liposarcoma.
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1.1.6. WHORLING CELLULAR PERINEURIOMA: A PREVIOUSLY UNDESCRIBED
VARIANT CLOSELY MIMICKING MONOPHASIC FIBROUS SYNOVIAL
SARCOMA
Perineurioma is a benign peripheral nerve sheath tumor [17]. There are several subtypes
including intraneural, retiform (reticular) and sclerosing perineurioma. Very recently, another
putative and presumably very rare variant of PN was described and coined as pseudolipoblastic
perineurioma. Perineurial cell differentiation is also frequently seen in hybrid peripheral nerve
sheath tumors (HPNST), where a combination of various subtypes of perineurioma, schwannoma
or neurofibroma can be found admixed together. In addition to the benign variants of
perineurioma, rare cases of malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST) showing
perineurial cell differentiation have been reported [18].
In our practice, we have encountered a distinctive tumor that, based on morphology,
immunohistochemistry and electron microscopy was shown to consist of perineurial cells and
that closely mimics monophasic fibrous synovial sarcoma (MSS). Due to its histopathological
appearance, we designated this rare perineurioma variant as “whorling cellular perineurioma”
(WCP). To our best knowledge, this perineurioma subtype has not been previously recognized.
Synovial sarcoma is a relatively common high-grade sarcoma of which the monophasic
fibrous variant is the most frequent subtype. It typically arises on the extremities with
approximately one third of cases involving the acral sites, where they are often of small size [19].
It features uniform, spindle-shaped cells with a small amount of cytoplasm and oval to tapered
nuclei which are arranged in compact sheets. The absence of significant nuclear pleomorphism is
typical for MSS [20].
Eventually, we collected 4 examples of this novel perineurial tumor. We performed
immunohistochemical analysis using perineurial markers EMA, Claudin 1 and Glut-1, along with
other markers to exclude the possibility of MSS such as keratins and TLE-1. Few other markers
to rule out different PNST such as schwannoma were used as well. We also carried out FISH
analysis using probes for SYT/SSX break to further exclude the possibility of MSS. Additionally,
electron microscopy was used to confirm that the tumor has features of perineurial differentiation
such as bipolar cytoplasmic processes with pinocytotic vesicles, tight-junctions and discontinuous
external lamina.
The four cases of WCP presented in this study morphologically closely resembled the
MSS. Three of the four tumors in our series were also located on the distal portion of extremities,
with a mean size of 1.8 cm. The most essential similarity between our cases and MSS lies in the
presence of a monotonous sheet-like growth of bland spindle-shaped cell with oval to round
nuclei. Similar to WCP, a significant cellular pleomorphism and prominent mitotic activity can
be absent in MSS as well as a prominent intervening stroma. However, in both tumors, foci of
more prominent hyalinization may be encountered. Another potential pitfall is the
immunohistochemical features of both neoplasms since the reactivity with the EMA antibody
belongs to the typical characteristics of both MSS and perineurioma. Moreover, the expression of
other antibodies frequently used to confirm the perineurial cell differentiation, namely Claudin-1
and GLUT-1, can be occasionally present in MSS as well [21].
Nevertheless, there are several histological as well as immunohistochemical differences
between MSS and WCP which can be exploited in the differential diagnosis. One of the most
helpful microscopic features is the whorling growth pattern which is not commonly seen in MSS.
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The focally discernible long, slender cytoplasmic processes typical for perineurial differentiation
can also help in rendering the correct diagnosis. Although the cells constituting both tumors are
bland, with no or little cellular pleomorphism, MSS almost always exhibits some mitotic figures,
but these were found only after a prolonged search or were absent altogether in our cases of
WCP. Conversely, the various features frequently encountered in MSS such as the vaguely
epithelioid areas, hemangiopericytoma-like vascular pattern, calcifications, mast cells,
hemorrhage or necrosis were not found in WCP. The IHC, as misleading as it may appear with
respect to EMA, Claudin-1 and Glut-1 staining, can be a very useful adjunct as well. Although
positive in one third of cases of MSS, Claudin-1 expression in this neoplasm is confined
primarily to the clusters of vaguely epithelioid cells [21] unlike the WCP where Claudin-1
expression was diffuse and, with the exception of one case, strong. The expression of EMA
antibody, albeit noncontributory by the positivity itself, proved useful in highlighting the
whorling growth pattern of WCP. When used in a panel, at least focal cytokeratin expression is
found in most MSS, while OSCAR and CK7 were completely absent in all studied cases of WCP
as was another of the most frequently used markers of synovial sarcomas, the TLE-1. When
necessary and available, FISH (and of course EM) will provide the definite answer.
Taking into account similar clinicopathologic features, the relationship of WCP to the
sclerosing perineurioma should be addressed. The latter perineurioma subtype also typically
occurs on the hands and feet of predominantly male patients [22]. Some of the microscopic
features such as the shape and bland appearance of the cells, and especially the frequent whorling
pattern of growth are highly reminiscent of WCP. The main difference lies in the absence of
abundant, hyalinized, thick collagen bundles between intervening tumor cells growing in corded
or trabecular arrangement. However, it cannot be totally discarded that WCP represents a very
cellular end of the morphological spectrum of sclerosing perineurioma with only a focal or
completely absent areas of hyalinization.
In any case, this is a very rare perineurioma variant, as is evidenced by the fact that these
4 neoplasms were identified among 208 (~1.9%) cases of skin and soft tissue perineurioma and
other lesions with perineurial differentiation stored in our files. Awareness of this PN variant is
important in order to avoid its misinterpretation as MSS.
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1.1.7. HYBRID PERIPHERAL NERVE SHEATH TUMORS:
A REVIEW
Hybrid peripheral nerve sheath tumors (HPNST) represent a group of several entities,
most of which were first described by my colleagues, professor Michal and Kazakov.
Accordingly, these tumors are very often consulted at our department and thanks to this, our
registry contains hundreds of examples of these rare tumors. Since I had the privilege to review
virtually all of them with the two leading experts in this field, I felt confident to write the first
review of this beautiful chapter of pathology in the literature.
Briefly, the issue of HPNST, i.e. tumors containing areas of schwannoma, perineurioma
and neurofibroma in various combinations is a relatively new chapter in the pathology of both
soft tissue and nervous system. Although the existence of tumors showing hybrid features
between neurofibroma and schwannoma has already been mentioned in earlier literature, it was
only 18 years ago when the first major work on this topic was published by Feany et al [23].
Three main cell types constitute the normal connective tissue sheath of a peripheral nerve,
namely Schwann cells, perineurial cells, and fibroblasts. Schwannomas are believed to consist of
a nearly pure population of cells showing schwannian differentiation which can be confirmed by
ultrastructural examination of these tumors. Perineuriomas, the rarest lesion of the main triad of
PNST, are similarly composed exclusively of one cell type: the neoplastic perineurial cell [17].
The situation is not so straightforward with respect to neurofibromas in which a more complex
cellular mixture is present. The ultrastructural studies published previously suggested the
presence of Schwann cells, perineurial cells, endoneurial fibroblasts [24], intermediate cells
(Schwann cell - fibroblast and Schwann - perineurial cells), scattered axons and mast cells in
neurofibromas [15, 25, 26]. Although this fact had for a long time remained
immunohistochemically unsubstantiated, later several studies confirmed the presence of
perineurial cells in neurofibromas
In general, our experience and that of others shows that the diverse types of biphasic
lesions may manifest either abrupt transition of the 2 components or the two cellular components
schwannomaare closely intermingled. In the latter situation, it is frequently possible to determine
the biphasic composition only by IHC. Interestingly, in cases in which the biphasic composition
is evident on H&E-stained slides, the individual areas may occasionally display patterns
encountered in the less usual subtypes of “monophasic” PNST such as retiform (reticular)
perineurioma or epithelioid schwannoma.
Although the whole topic of HPNST may appear of mere academic interest, considerable
progress in this field has been accomplished since the initial reports, yielding important clinical
implications. Hence, the ability to accurately recognize and classify HPNST proves to be
substantial with respect to the management of the patient, and in some cases, to the management
of the patients’ whole family. For this purpose, the various combinations of HPNST consisting of
schwannomas, neurofibromas and perineuriomas were addressed separately in this review,
focusing mainly on the morphology and their association with tumor syndromes
Summarizing the collective knowledge of HPNST, hybrid neurofibromas – schwannomas
show a very strong association with tumor syndromes called neurofibromatosis type 2 and
schwannomatosis and, to a lesser degree, with neurofibromatosis type 1. It is important not to
confuse these tumors with a malignant transformation in neurofibroma. Neurofibromatosis type 1
may further provide the genetic background for the development of neurofibromas –
perineuriomas. Attention must be paid to accurately interpret the non-perineuriomatous part of
these tumors and not to mistake them for schwannomas – perineuriomas which seem to be non53

syndromic tumors. However, occasionally, the distinction may be extremely difficult and there
seem to be rare cases, where all three components can coexist in one specimen. Further research,
especially with respect to the genetic background of these tumors is needed, as the exact
molecular events occurring in these tumors remain largely unknown.
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1.1.8. LIPOBLASTS IN SPINDLE CELL AND PLEOMORPHIC LIPOMAS: A CLOSE
SCRUTINY

Spindle cell and pleomorphic lipomas (SCL/PL) are benign lipomatous tumors considered
as opposite ends in a morphological spectrum of one single entity. We investigated the presence
and frequency of lipoblasts, an immature form of fat cell, in these tumors. By many general
pathologists, lipoblasts are incorrectly considered as a diagnostic criterion for atypical lipomatous
tumor/well differentiated liposarcoma - a malignant adipocytic tumor - where they very often
occur. The presence of lipoblasts in SCL/PL has been reported in the past, but contemporary reports
often fail to mention this frequent and important feature of SCL/PL which often leads to diagnostic
difficulties or errors. Our goal was to illustrate how common lipoblasts in these benign tumors are.
Overall, we collected 129 cases of SCL/PL. Then we started to morphologically review all
the cases again, searching for lipoblasts. When more than 3 unequivocal fat cells having
hyperchromatic, indented, or sharply scalloped nuclei (i.e. lipoblasts) were found, the case was
regarded as positive for the presence of lipoblasts. The 129 cases selected consisted of 91 SCL and
38 PL. Lipoblasts were found in 37 cases (41%) of SCL. Of the 38 PL cases, 25 (66%) contained
lipoblasts. While in the majority of SCL cases, only a few lipoblasts were found after a meticulous
search, PL showed single or several lipoblasts in a much more diffuse manner. Nevertheless, a
significant subset of cases of both SCL and PL contained several foci with a highly prominent
lipoblastic admixture, which was easy to be found.
After this step, we stained all the lipoblasts containing cases with CD34 and RB protein
antibodies, both of which yielded results compatible with the diagnosis. Then we performed FISH
analysis using probes for FUS gene to exclude myxoid liposarcoma and MDM2 and CDK4 genes
to rule out the possibility of atypical lipomatous tumor/well differentiated liposarcoma.
Since many of these cases were sent to us for consultation, we also collected the referring
diagnoses. For all the cases we also obtained follow up information. Overall, the most common
referring diagnosis was that of ALT or another type of liposarcoma, which was listed in 6 of 15
SCL and in 8 of 13 PL cases. Follow-up was available for 44 patients, of whom 2 suffered
recurrence of SCL.
Summarizing our findings, this study emphasized the fact that lipoblasts are very frequent
findings in both SCL (41%) and PL (66%), and it shows that their presence is not a distinguishing
feature of these tumors from liposarcomas. Even more importantly, in many SCL/PL, lipoblasts
constitute a component so prominent as to cause diagnostic difficulties to the unaware as illustrated
by the referral diagnoses which commonly listed liposarcoma as the possibility. In order to prevent
a misdiagnosis it is therefore important to base the diagnosis on different, diagnostically more
relevant clinicopathological features such as the most common occurrence of SCL/PL in the
subcutis of shawl area or histological features such as the presence of ropey collagen bundles in
SCL/PL. A useful byproduct of our study is also the confirmed low recurrence rate of
immunohistochemically and molecular genetically validated set of SCL/PL.
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1.1.9. ATYPICAL MITOSES IN PLEOMORPHIC LIPOMAS

The above-commented study which analyzed the presence and frequency of lipoblasts in
SCL/PL was also presented at the poster session during the congress of United States and
Canadian Academy of Pathology in 2017 in San Antonio. At this poster I met Dr. Kemal
Kosemehmetoglu from Turkey who raised the question whether we found any atypical mitotic
figures (another worrisome histological feature usually speaking in favor of malignancy) in our
cases of PL. Since we did not deliberately search for this feature, I was unsure about the answer.
After the congress, I re-reviewed the entire set of 25 PL and found atypical mitotic figures in 4 of
them (16%). After a review of the literature, I have found only 3 monographs briefly mentioning
this histologic feature of PL, which may be very confusing and misleading. For this reason, we
decided to write a letter to the editor to make this observation more widely recognized and
prevent erroneous overdiagnosis of these lesions, especially as atypical lipomatous tumor/welldifferentiated liposarcoma.
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1.1.10. ATYPICAL MULTIVACUOLATED LIPOBLASTS AND ATYPICAL MITOSES
ARE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH THE
DIAGNOSIS OF SPINDLE CELL/PLEOMORPHIC LIPOMA—REPLY

As a response to the two previously commented studies, the journal Human Pathology
published a letter to the editor from a group of distinguished European soft tissue pathologists
who are currently proposing a novel lipomatous tumor entity called Atypical pleomorphic
lipomatous tumor (APLT) [27]. According to this group, APLT should have partially overlapping
features with PL but in addition show several atypical traits such as lipoblasts, atypical mitoses,
atypical spindle cells and infiltrative growth. As a result, they oppose our notion that lipoblasts
and atypical mitoses are a common feature of ordinary/benign PL. However, as we noted in a
consequent reply to their letter, using their criteria, up to about one-half of tumors currently
classified as PL would fall into the category of APLT although these cases showed no signs of
aggressive behavior over a long follow-up period.
We think the morphological spectrum of SCL/PL is broad with a minimal risk of
aggressive behavior. On the other hand, true sarcomatous PL do very rarely occur and may have
a higher risk of local recurrence. However, until more accurate criteria for the distinction between
“classical” PL and APLT are defined (perhaps larger size and infiltrative growth), we advocate a
very conservative use of the term APLT to avoid overtreatment. We believe it is better to treat a
few sporadic recurrences than to trigger confusion among pathologists and surgeons (caused by
the addition of adjective “atypical”) and unnecessarily aggressive surgical treatments for benign
tumors.
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1.1.11. EWSR1-SMAD3-REARRANGED FIBROBLASTIC TUMOR: AN EMERGING
ENTITY IN AN INCREASINGLY MORE COMPLEX GROUP OF
FIBROBLASTIC/MYOFIBROBLASTIC NEOPLASMS.

The purpose of this study was to report 4 cases of the very recently described soft tissue
tumor provisionally called EWSR1-SMAD3 acral fibroblastic spindle cell tumor [28]. It has a very
characteristic morphology and can be distinguished from its mimics by a (so far) consistent
expression of ERG antibody and also by the EWSR1-SMAD3 fusion. To assess how specific is the
ERG expression among the pertinent differential diagnostic entities, we also analyzed the staining
characteristics of several such examples.
To find the particular tumors with EWSR1-SMAD3 gene fusion, we have searched our soft
tissue consultation files using a combination of pertinent keywords. Also, we reviewed all cases
collected in a separate box of slides over the last 30 years and designated as “uncharacterized
tumors of soft tissues”. After review of more than 300 cases, we have found 3 tumors compatible
with the diagnosis. Another case was recently received for a consultation at Cleveland Clinic, USA
and was added to our study.
We scrutinized the tumors using light microscopy, IHC, FISH and NGS. Clinical
information, including follow-up, were obtained, when possible.
All cases in our cohort occurred in women aged 5 to 68 years (mean: 36.5 years). Two
were located on the hand, 1 on foot and the last case arose on the calf. The tumor size ranged from
1 to 1.5 cm in the greatest dimension, with a mean size of 1.2 cm. Except for one recent case,
follow-up was available, ranging from 7 to 18 years (mean, 11.7 years), with a recurrence noted in
one case after 10 years. All tumors were subcutaneous and showed two main components. One
consisted of bland, spindled cells with elongated nuclei which were round when observed on the
cross-section. These cells mostly grew in relatively hypercellular, well-organized and intersecting
fascicles. The second component was prominently hyalinized and paucicellular, resembling
hyalinizing-type necrosis, but lacked calcifications. Both components showed either a distinct
zonation pattern or they were randomly intermingled with each other. In all 3 analyzable tumors,
NGS showed EWSR1-SMAD3 gene fusion in each case. By FISH, one tested case also revealed
unbalanced rearrangement of the EWSR1 gene. All 4 cases showed strong, diffuse nuclear
expression of ERG, whereas none of the mimics stained with this antibody except for weak to
moderate staining in calcifying aponeurotic fibromas (9/10 cases). Two tumors showed focal weak
to moderate expression of SAT-B2.
The 4 cases presented in our study further broadened the clinicopathologic spectrum of
tumors with EWSR1-SMAD3 gene fusion. They also confirmed that they represent a novel entity
for which we proposed the name EWSR1-SMAD3-rearranged fibroblastic Tumor. Our study also
proved that in the context of fibroblastic/myofibroblastic tumors, ERG IHC is a relatively specific
marker for these neoplasms.
This paper is currently accepted for publication pending minor revision in the American
Journal of Surgical Pathology.
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1.2. Others
1.2.1. PENILE ANALOGUE OF STRATIFIED MUCIN-PRODUCING
INTRAEPITHELIAL LESION OF THE CERVIX: THE FIRST DESCRIBED
CASE. A DIAGNOSTIC PITFALL
Stratified mucin-producing intraepithelial lesion (SMILE) has originally been described in
the cervix as a rare neoplastic intraepithelial process affecting the transformation zone of the
uterine cervix and showing features of both cervical intraepithelial neoplasia and adenocarcinoma
in situ. Histopathologically, the stratified epithelium contains mitotically active cells with
atypical and hyperchromatic nuclei, involving the surface epithelium and/or the underlying
endocervical glands. Simultaneously, in the absence of gland formation, mucin vacuoles are
present throughout the full-thickness of the squamous epithelium [29]. Two similar lesions have
later been described on the vulva, where collections of cells with intracytoplasmic mucin present
at all epidermal layers occurred concomitantly with changes corresponding to classic vulvar
intraepithelial neoplasia [30]. These lesions, on both the cervix and the vulva, have been shown
to be caused by high-risk Human Papillomavirus (HPV).
In this case report, we presented a unique case of classic intraepithelial neoplasia with
goblet cells encountered on the penis, which subsequently progressed into an invasive carcinoma
featuring both squamous and glandular components. This was the first description of such a
lesion occurring on the penis, which can be considered the penile analogue of cervical SMILE.
The lesion occurred in a 56-year-old HIV-positive man and evolved in three consecutive
biopsies from only surface epithelium occupying numerous goblet cells in the first to variably
sized solid nodules in the dermis composed of atypical squamous and/or basaloid cells intermixed
with numerous goblet cells in the third biopsy. The initial biopsy was misinterpreted as
extramammary Paget disease. The correct diagnosis was rendered retrospectively, after
recognition of the existence of the vulvar lesion resembling cervical SMILE [30].ref2 After
coming across the latter article, we stained the tumor with p16 antibody which yielded diffuse
block type positivity in a full thickness of the epithelium, e.i. a staining pattern characteristic for
the presence of a high risk HPV infection. This prompted the HPV genotyping which disclosed
the presence of HPV type 16 infection thereby confirming our hypothesis.
As evident in our case, the main pitfall in the differential diagnosis of penile (or vulvar)
SMILE is extramammary Paget disease. Another important differential diagnosis is penile/vulvar
mucinous metaplasia. The finding of atypical squamous epithelial cells positive for p16
associated with mucinous cells present throughout the full epithelial thickness is a clue to the
diagnosis of penile SMILE.
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1.2.2. MIXED EPITHELIAL AND STROMAL TUMOR OF THE MIDDLE EAR
THE FIRST CASE REPORT
There are tumors occurring outside the female genital tract which, in addition to an
epithelial component, contain a stroma identical to that one seen in the ovary. Such tumors have
been documented in the pancreas liver, biliary tract, retroperitoneum, spleen, mesentery, kidney
and in the paratesticular location. Except for the latter location, these neoplasms mostly affect
middle-aged women. In this case report we presented a unique case of a tumor arising in the
middle ear of an adult woman that featured both ovarian type stroma and an epithelial
component. By analogy to its renal counterpart, we designated the neoplasm benign mixed
epithelial and stromal tumor of the middle ear. We believe it is the first such case reported in this
location.
The patient was a 65-year-old woman with chronic inflammation of the middle ear. On
otoscopy, the upper part of her right tympanic membrane showed a prominent bulging. Middle
ear polyp was suspected, and the patient was scheduled for an operation. During the operation, a
rounded polypoid tissue which occupied the entire middle ear cavity and separated the auditory
bones was resected. The histological diagnosis which was rendered in 2009 was chronic
hyperplastic medial otitis with prominent metaplastic changes.
Eventually, while reviewing various archival cases from the middle ear region, we
stumbled upon this case. Since the members of our research group were the first to describe
mixed epithelial stromal tumor of the kidney (REF), the morphological resemblance was instantly
noted. We performed a wide panel of immunomarkers to exclude other potential diagnoses. FISH
to rule out SYT gene break characteristic for synovial sarcoma was performed. Also, polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) for the detection of NAB2-STAT6 fusion to exclude solitary fibrous tumor
was carried out. Moreover, one of the reviewers demanded clonality analysis using Xchromosomal inactivation pattern and human androgen receptor locus to prove the tumor is
indeed a neoplastic process. This method yielded a positive result which eventually led to the
acceptance of this article.
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2. PART
CO-AUTHORED MANUSCRIPTS
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2.1. SOFT TISSUES
2.2.1. FOLLICULAR DENDRITIC CELL SARCOMA: CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL
STUDY OF 15 CASES WITH EMPHASIS ON NOVEL EXPRESSION OF MDM2,
SOMATOSTATIN RECEPTOR 2A AND PD-L1
Follicular dendritic cell sarcoma (FDCS) is a rare neoplasm whose cells show phenotypic
features of normal follicular dendritic cells (FDC). Only few larger series of this entity have been
published since the description [31-35]. Being initially considered a low-grade malignancy, later
series suggested a higher rate of aggressiveness and recommended considering FDCS a neoplasm
of intermediate grade. Approximately half of the cases recurred locally after initial excision,
whereas metastasis and death from the tumor were reported in half of cases [34, 36]. Diagnosis of
FDCS mainly relies on characteristic histologic appearance supplemented by IHC and, if
necessary, electron microscopy [37]. Due to rarity and hence limited familiarity with the
histologic features of FDCS, this entity is known for being frequently misdiagnosed as other
neoplasms of epithelial, mesenchymal, meningeal, or hematolymphoid origin [38]. In addition to
the classical FDC markers such as CD21, CD23, CD35, and CNA.42, the list of markers found to
be frequently expressed in FDCS is ever increasing. In this study, we reviewed clinicopathologic
features of 15 FDCS and stained them for novel markers in addition to survey of conventional
FDC markers. Based on observations (by the first author) of somatostatin receptor type 2A
(SSTR2A) expression in native lymphoid follicles surrounding a metastatic neuroendocrine
tumor and of an MDM2-positive FDCS submitted for second opinion as dedifferentiated
liposarcoma, we assumed that these 2 markers might be expressed in FDCS.
Altogether we collected 15 cases. Patients were 7 men and 7 women (1 unspecified), with
a mean age of 47 years (20-75 years). The tumor site was lymph nodes (6) or spleen (2), both (1)
and extranodal sites of head and neck (4) or abdominal cavity (2). Treatment was variable
combinations of surgery and aggressive chemotherapy/radiotherapy. Four of 8 patients with
follow-up died of disease within 1 to 10 years.
To confirm the diagnosis, we performed a wide panel of antibodies, whose expression
have been reported in FDCS. Additionally, to further analyze the cases, we stained them for
newly reported or novel markers (PD-L1, Rb1, MDM2, and somatostatin receptor 2A [SSTR2A])
and performed MDM2 FISH to assess the presence of this gene’s amplification.
Eventually, all tumors expressed at least 1 FDC marker. Most importantly, five of 14
cases (36%) stained strongly for SSTR2A with a distinctive membranous pattern. Seven (54%) of
13 assessable cases showed moderate to strong membranous staining for PD-L1 in greater than
5% of the neoplastic cells. The Rb1 antigen was lost in 4 (28%) of 14 cases. MDM2 stained less
than 5% to 20% of the tumor cells in 5 (36%) of 14 cases; 2 of them showed amplification by
FISH. CDK4 was negative except for weak staining in 1 of 14 cases.
This study adds to the existing few clinicopathologic series on FDCS and represents the
first study to show MDM2 amplification in this entity. Our results regarding frequent SSTR2A
expression in FDCS are novel and might be of potential diagnostic and therapeutic relevance.
Expression of SSTR2A in any neoplasm has the potential relevance of being of value as a
biomarker used in imaging examination to detect tumors and their metastases (as a tracer for
scintigraphy), but might also be of value for specific treatment such as radioactive peptide
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receptor therapy as in neuroendocrine neoplasms. FDCS occurring within the retroperitoneum
and/or the abdominal cavity may closely mimic dedifferentiated liposarcoma, particularly if
MDM2 positive and/or amplified and should thus be carefully assessed for expression of FDC
markers.
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2.2.2. LITTORAL CELL ANGIOMA OF THE SPLEEN: A STUDY OF 25 CASES WITH
CONFIRMATION OF FREQUENT ASSOCIATION WITH VISCERAL
MALIGNANCIES
In this paper we have studies the largest series of rare splenic tumors called Littoral cell
angioma (LCA). This tumor has two fairly unique features. Firstly, it seems to be associated with
malignancies as there are numerous literature reports regarding this association. Secondly, the
cell of origin, i.e. the littoral cell, has a unique immunophenotype, expression both endothelial
and histiocytic markers. Our study focused on both of these aspects.
Regarding the first facet, we have collected a detailed follow-up information for 11 of our
cases. Additionally, an extensive literature review was undertaken to summarize all the known
tumor associations published in the literature.
To further analyze the immunophenotype, we applied an extensive panel of both reported
and novel endothelial and histiocytic markers including LYVE-1, factor VIII, FLI-1, vascular
endothelial growth factor receptor 2, VEGFR-3, claudin-5, ERG, LMO2, CD31, CD163,
lysozyme, WT-1, CD4, D2-40, CD8, and factor XIIIa. Although a wide spectrum of these
markers (except for the latter four) were expressed in the LCA, many of them more or less also
reacted with the surrounding splenic parenchyma. Eventually, the three antibodies we found most
useful in the diagnosis of LCA were Claudin-5, Vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 and
CD11c which were expressed exclusively in the LCA areas and not in the splenic tissue.
The result of this study is the expanded spectrum of immunohistochemical features of
LCA, which may facilitate the diagnosis, especially in ambiguous cases. For practical purposes,
we recommended the combined use of the vascular markers vascular endothelial growth factor
receptor 2, claudin-5, and the more widely available factor VIII, together with the histiocytic
markers CD163, CD4, and CD11c. Such a combination of vascular and histiocytic markers is
highly specific for LCA. To add even more specificity, the absence of staining of WT-1 in LCA,
which is very rare among splenic vascular tumors, can be also exploited. Finally, we confirmed
frequent associations of LCA with various visceral malignancies (>60%), and showed that the
associated malignancies are not always epithelial, as suggested previously [39], but comprise a
whole spectrum of neoplastic diseases.
Based on the marked presence with malignant tumors, one is tempted to speculate
whether the development of these two, or sometimes even multiple (!!) seemingly unrelated
tumors might be the result of some kind of tumor syndrome. We plan to further investigate such
possibility.
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2.2.3. RECURRENT SOMATIC PDGFRB MUTATIONS IN SPORADIC
INFANTILE/SOLITARY ADULT MYOFIBROMAS BUT NOT IN
ANGIOLEIOMYOMAS AND MYOPERICYTOMAS
Infantile myofibroma (MF) represents an uncommon proliferative mesenchymal lesion of
infancy and early childhood that shows myofibroblastic differentiation. The disease occurs in 3
main clinicopathologic settings: solitary MF, multicentric MF/myofibromatosis, and generalized
myofibromatosis [40, 41]. This study utilized the knowledge of the recently reported presence of
activating germline PDGFRB mutations in familial infantile myofibroma (MF) [42-44]. Since
the molecular pathogenesis of sporadic infantile and adult solitary MF remained unclear, we
undertook this study.
Overall, we collected and analyzed 25 non-familial solitary MFs (of which 9 were
infantile and 16 were adult MFs), in order to find out, whether somatic PDGFRB mutations might
be responsible for the sporadic form of the disease as well. Given the presumed histogenetic link
of MF to myopericytoma and angioleiomyoma, we additionally analyzed a control group of 6
myopericytomas and 9 angioleiomyomas for PDGFRB mutations. We also tested the utility of
the PDGFRB antibody in the distinction between these three entities.
We detected PDGFRB mutations in 6/8 (75%) analyzable infantile and in 11/16 (69%)
adult MFs but in none of the angioleiomyomas or myopericytomas. Additional sequencing of the
germline confirmed the somatic nature of PDGFRB mutations. The staining pattern of the
PDGFRB antibody did not differ significantly between any of the three groups and thus currently
seems not useful in the diagnostic practice.
Further studies are needed to uncover the genetic background of the fraction of cases that
tested negative in our series as well as that of angioleiomyoma. Interestingly, probably due to a
more sensitive molecular genetic method used, another group recently reported the presence of
PDGFRB mutations in myopericytoma/myopericytomatosis as well [45].
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2.2.4. SUPERFICIAL ACRAL FIBROMYXOMA: CLINICOPATHOLOGIC,
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR STUDY OF 11 CASES
HIGHLIGHTING FREQUENT RB1 LOSS/DELETIONS
This study was focused on benign and predominantly acrally located fibroblastic tumors
called Superficial acral fibromyxoma (SAF). Histologically, SAF have a fairly non-specific
morphology and often elude confident diagnosis Moreover, the IHC profile of SAF is also
unspecific, usually expressing only CD34.
In a cohort of 11 cases, we studied the Retinoblastoma-1 (RB-1) protein expression as
well as RB1 gene deletion by FISH. Except for one case, all 9 analyzable cases showed a
complete loss of RB-1 immunoexpression. Moreover, all 7 tested cases had RB1 gene deletion by
FISH. These results highlight frequent RB1 deficiency as possible driver molecular event in SAF
and indicate relationship of SAF to the RB1-deleted tumor family. This group includes, besides
spindle cell and pleomorphic lipoma as the prototypes [46], also mammary-type
myofibroblastoma [47] and cellular angiofibroma [48]. All these lesions are unified by consistent
expression of CD34, RB1 loss by IHC, as a consequence of RB1 gene deletions, and a benign
clinical course with a low recurrence rate. In this study, we added another lesion to this family of
RB1-deficient neoplasms, the SAF. The loss of RB1 IHC staining and perhaps even more
importantly, the RB1 gene deletions detectable by FISH provide a very useful adjuvant methods
especially in difficult to diagnose cases, as some SAF are occasionally confused for low-grade
sarcomas.
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2.2.5. PHOSPHATURIC MESENCHYMAL TUMORS
CLINICOPATHOLOGIC, IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR
ANALYSIS OF 22 CASES EXPANDING THEIR MORPHOLOGIC AND
IMMUNOPHENOTYPIC SPECTRUM
Phosphaturic mesenchymal tumor (PMT) is a rare neoplasm of uncertain lineage. The
hallmark of this tumor is the ability to induce osteomalacia as a result of inappropriate production
of fibroblastic growth factor 23 (FGF23) by the neoplastic cells. FGF23 leads to increased loss of
phosphate in the urine resulting in phosphaturic hypophosphatemia.
The diagnosis of PMT has traditionally been a difficult one to make, especially in cases
when the tumor induced ostemalacia (TIO) or phosphaturia was absent as there were almost no
IHC or molecular markers to support the diagnosis. Morphologically, besides the already rare
classical form [49], there are numerous other, even rarer morphological subvariants that make
this tumor prone to misclassification. Given the highly variable morphologic spectrum of these
tumors and lack of defining phenotypic and/or genetic criteria, it remained controversial whether
these tumors, particularly those lacking the classical PMT features, even belong to the same
histogenetic group of neoplasms.
For this reason, it has been the aim of several research groups to find a useful IHC stain
for the diagnosis of PMT. In last several years, various studies reported the utility of markers
such as ERG, somatostatin receptor 2A (SSTR2A), CD56 or DOG1. Of note, recently, another
group discovered a characteristic fusion in PMT, consisting of FN1 gene that is fused either with
FGF1 (in 42% of cases) or FGFR1 (6%) [50, 51]. However, the rearrangement in the other half of
cases still remains obscure.
In our study, we analyzed a cohort of 22 cases for the presence of special morphological
patterns and the expression of multiple IHC markers including a novel (in the context of PMT)
marker SAT-B2. Also, we carried out FGFR1 FISH analysis to support the diagnosis of PMT.
Eventually, we confirmed the uniform expression of SSTR2A, ERG, and CD56 in the vast
majority of cases. In addition, we described a novel consistent expression of SATB2 and
confirmed the uniform reactivity for SSTR2A in the majority of in PMTs irrespective of the
histologic variant. Furthermore, we describe a distinctive ERG expression that is essentially weak
compared with normal endothelial cells and slightly weaker or comparable with that seen in
normal cartilage cells [52]. Notably, expression of these immunomarkers is independent of the
histologic pattern seen in PMT. Thus, taken together, it seems that in the majority of cases, PMTs
are characterized by a distinctive combined immunophenotype showing positivity with SATB2,
SSTR2A, CD56 and ERG and negativity with S100 protein and DOG1. Although all these
markers are known to have limited general specificity and none is reliable in isolation to detect or
confirm PMT, it seems promising that the combined expression of these markers is peculiar to
PMT. It may be of particular value in supporting diagnosis in unusual looking cases and in those
without TIO but this needs validation in larger future studies comprising and comparing several
entities in the differential diagnosis of PMT. In our view, this immunophenotype is a strong
argument for the notion that these tumors indeed represent a polymorphous neoplasm with many
faces that is unified by prototypic immunophenotype of the neoplastic cells. Accordingly, the
possibility that some variant lesions might have represented distinctive non-PMT lesions that
happened to be incidentally associated with TIO seems unlikely.
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2.2.6. DEDIFFERENTIATED LIPOSARCOMA COMPOSED PREDOMINANTLY OF
RHABDOID/EPITHELIOID CELLS: A FREQUENTLY MISDIAGNOSED HIGHLY
AGGRESSIVE VARIANT
After the recognition that most malignant fibrous histiocytomas of the retroperitoneum
contain MDM2 gene amplification most characteristic (but not exclusive to) well differentiated
liposarcomas, most of these tumors started to be classified as dedifferentiated liposarcomas [53]
(DDL) and today DDLs are considered to be the most frequent undifferentiated sarcomas in the
retroperitoneum. They also occur in other sites including the paratesticular area, the extremities,
the head and neck and the trunk [54]. DDL is defined as a non-lipogenic sarcoma that develops
within a well differentiated liposarcoma (WDL) as a recurrence of the former or, more commonly
(90% of cases), de novo as an undifferentiated sarcoma showing amplification of MDM2 and
CDK4 (both mapping to chromosome 12q14-15) and occurring at anatomic sites where DDL
typically occurs [54]. Since FISH testing for MDM2 amplification became widely available,
numerous morphological patterns of DDLs have been reported.
In this study, we described our experience with DDL showing a striking predominance of
small to medium-sized cells with rhabdoid, epithelioid or non-descript round cell morphology.
They closely mimicked a variety of other neoplasms, in particular undifferentiated carcinoma,
mesothelioma, malignant melanoma, anaplastic large cell lymphoma, epithelioid
leiomyosarcoma, epithelioid variant of pleomorphic rhabdomyosarcoma, PEComa, high grade
epithelioid myxofibrosarcoma and others.
Five of our 6 cases originated in the retroperitoneum (3 in the psoas muscle) and one in
the deep soft tissue of the thigh. All 3 patients with follow-up died of metastatic disease within 4
to 8 months.
One of the aims of this study was to analyze their IHC profile, in order to find staining
patterns overlapping with the differential diagnostic entities. Our cohort showed expression of
MDM2 (6/6), CDK4 (5/6) but also of pancytokeratin AE/1AE3 (4/6) and diffuse desmin and
myogenin (2/6) reactivity. Therefore, these tumors might potentially mimic undifferentiated
carcinoma or pleomorphic rhabdomyosarcoma unless one thinks of DDL as a possible diagnosis.
On the other hand, the SWI/SNF complex components (SMARCB1, SMARCA2, SMARCA4,
ARID1A and PBRM1) were intact in all cases, therefore excluding the possibility of an
alternative diagnosis from the heterogeneous spectrum of SWI/SNF-deficient malignancies [55].
Most importantly, all cases showed high-level co-amplification of MDM2/CDK4 by FISH.
As our follow-up shows, it is a very aggressive liposarcoma variant with a very short
median survival. The molecular background of these tumors may also be a potential target to
novel therapeutic modalities (i.e. Nutlins [56]) in a close future. Therefore, the separation from
other differential diagnostic entities is warranted.
Unfortunatelly, few months before finishing our study, another group published a series of
very similar tumors [57] which slightly diminished the impact of our work.
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2.2.7. ALK GENE FUSIONS IN EPITHELIOID FIBROUS HISTIOCYTOMA: A
STUDY OF 14 CASES, WITH NEW HISTOPATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS

Fibrous histiocytoma is a benign tumor occurring in the dermis, superficial subcutis or
rarely, in deep soft tissues over a wide anatomic range. When this tumor consists of more than
50% of epithelioid cells it is referred to as epithelioid fibrous histiocytoma (EFH). In 88% of
cases, this subtype shows immunoreactivity with ALK antibody and even most of the
immunonegative cases show ALK gene rearrangements [58]. Another study found that a subset of
these ALK rearranged lesions harbor VCL-ALK and SQSTM1-ALK gene fusions [59]. However,
the majority of ALK fusion partners remained unknown. This led us to analyze all EFH stored in
our files to further characterize the molecular underpinnings and also, to look for novel, yet
unreported morphological features of these tumors. Moreover, since we observed a frequent
TFE3 immunoreactivity in these tumors, we analyzed all our samples for the expression of this
antibody.
After morphological review, 14 well characterized examples of EFH were included in the
study. All ALK immunonegative cases were excluded. Then, we further morphologically
scrutinized the cases and performed ALK and TFE3 FISH to confirm or exclude the gene break.
After only the ALK gene break was confirmed by FISH, the cases were submitted for next
generation sequencing(NGS)-based panel analysis of 195 targets in 40 genes [The
Comprehensive Thyroid Lung kit (ArcherDX Inc, Boulder, CO)].
Morphologically, two lesions were composed of closely packed, plexiform, or fascicular
proliferations of pale to clear spindled cells and thus resembled PEComa or leiomyoma. The
typical epithelioid cell component was absent and in both cases, the original diagnosis of EFH
was rendered as an “exclusion” diagnosis after a broad spectrum of antibodies had been
performed to exclude possible tumors of other lineages. We consider these lesions EFH, as we
have noted similar cytological features, albeit never prominent, in more conventional EFH. ALK
positivity and ALK gene fusion support the classification of these lesions as EFH. Thus, PEComa
and leiomyoma can be added to the list of the differential diagnosis of EFH. We also found some
minor novel cytological variations, including cells with multilobulated nuclei, nuclear grooves,
and mucinous cells. In a subset of cases, we identified cells with intranuclear pseudoinclusions
and eccentric nuclei. In 3 cases, occasional areas with emperipolesis of single lymphocytes were
noted, which is another hitherto unreported feature in EFH. The break apart test for ALK was
positive in all 11 analyzable cases. ALK genes fusions were found in all but 3 cases and included
SQSTM1-ALK (3), VCL-ALK (3), TMP3-ALK (2), PRKAR2A-ALK (1), MLPH-ALK (1), and
EML4-ALK (1). No correlation between histological features and type of ALK fusion was found.
TFE-3 break apart test was negative.
Summarizing these results, ALK-positive EFH shows frequently ALK gene fusions that
involve various protein-coding genes, implicated in a variety of biological processes. Rare
variants of EFH rather consist of spindled “non-epithelioid” cells, thus occasioning a resemblance
to PEComa or leiomyoma. Inclusion of such lesions into the spectrum of EFH must be validated
by further observations. TFE-3 is expressed in a majority of ALK-positive EFH; however, TFE-3
rearrangement is not a feature.
Our study was published ahead of print several days before a similar study appeared
online in another journal, mostly confirming our results [60].
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2.2. HEAD AND NECK
2.2.1. ANGIOLEIOMYOMA OF THE SINONASAL TRACT: ANALYSIS OF 16 CASES
AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of this manuscript was to analyze the clinicopathological features of
sinonasal angioleiomyoma, a rare mesenchymal tumor which even more rarely occurs in this
anatomic location. Altogether we analyzed 16 cases from our files using light microscopy and
immunohistochemistry.
Histologically, all lesions were well circumscribed but non-encapsulated and most (12/16)
were of the compact solid type superficially mimicking conventional leiomyoma but contained
numerous compressed muscular veins. The remainder were of venous (2) and cavernous (2) type.
Variable amounts of mature fat were observed in four cases (25 %). Atypia, necrosis, and mitotic
activity were absent. Immunohistochemistry showed consistent expression of smooth muscle
actin (12/12), h-caldesmon (9/9), muscle-specific actin (4/4), variable expression of desmin
(11/14) and CD56 (4/6), and absence of HMB45 expression (0/11). The covering mucosa was
ulcerated in 6 cases and showed squamous metaplasia in one case. There were no recurrences
after local excision. Submucosal sinonasal ALMs are rare benign tumors similar to their reported
cutaneous counterparts with frequent adipocytic differentiation. They should be distinguished
from renal-type angiomyolipoma. Simple excision is curative.
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2.2.2. SELECTED CASE FROM THE ARKADI M. RYWLIN INTERNATIONAL
PATHOLOGY SLIDE SEMINAR: BENIGN WARTHIN TUMOR OF THE
THYROID

This case report was published in a journal designated to publish reviews as well as to
provide a special section to reports of extraordinary cases circulated among the members of the
international slides seminar referred to as “Arkadi M. Rywlin slide seminar”. Herein we
described an exceedingly rare lesion of the thyroid probably of a branchial cleft origin, which
was not published in the world literature before. A 58-year-old woman underwent a total
thyroidectomy for bilateral goiter. Grossly, there was one yellowish nodule sized 15mm in the
largest dimension found in the right lobe. Microscopically, the thyroid parenchyma showed signs
of Hashimoto thyroiditis. The nodule in the right lobe was composed of a part of solid cell nests
appearance, another part resembling a branchial cleft cyst, and a part resembling Warthin tumor.
This lesion may belong to the histogenetically similar group of entities in the head and neck
region which are derived from branchial cleft derivatives and which, under the inflammatory
influence, have the ability to a cystic dilatation and proliferation of the epithelial component. The
epithelium can afterwards become papillary and may undergo oncocytic transformation, thus
gaining features that impart the resemblance of a Warthin tumor. Club members generally agreed
with a submitted diagnosis of benign Warthin tumor of the thyroid.
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2.2.3. A NEW HITHERTO UNREPORTED HISTOPATHOLOGIC
MANIFESTATION OF MAMMARY ANALOGUE SECRETORY CARCINOMA:
“MASKED MASC” ASSOCIATED WITH LOW-GRADE MUCINOUS
ADENOCARCINOMA AND LOW-GRADE IN SITU CARCINOMA COMPONENTS
Mammary analogue secretory carcinoma (MASC) is a salivary gland tumor relatively
recently described by several of my colleagues [61]. This case report presented a unique
manifestation of MASC characterized by a tumor showing a minor conventional MASC
component (20%) admixed with an entirely different mucinous adenocarcinoma component
comprising 80% of the lesion. This part consisted of morphologically nondescript low-grade
intraductal carcinoma (in situ) component. Using FISH, a break in the ETV6 gene was
documented in the mucinous adenocarcinomatous, the conventional MASC, and the intraductal
(in situ) components. RT-PCR failed to reveal an ETV6-NTRK3 fusion. The entire conventional
MASC and only rare mucinous adenocarcinoma tumor cells were mammaglobin positive,
whereas the low-grade intraductal carcinoma (in-situ) component was negative. S-100 protein
stained only the MASC component.
In the close future, it will be interesting to submit this tumor for NGS analysis and search
for the unknown fusion partner as we recently uncovered an alternative fusion partner for cases of
MASC that do not show the canonical ETV6-NTRK3 fusion. Instead, a subset of tumors until
recently referred to as ETV6-X MASCs [62] were shown to harbor ETV6-RET fusion (discussed
later) [63]. Another group also very recently published a case report of MASC with ETV6-MET
fusion [64].
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2.2.4. SPECTRUM OF LESIONS DERIVED FROM BRANCHIAL ARCHES
OCCURRING IN THE THYROID: FROM SOLID CELL NESTS TO TUMORS
The purpose of this manuscript was to review and report the morphological spectrum of
thyroid lesions derived from branchial arches and related structures, i.e. in the thyroid mainly
from ultimobranchial body. When inflamed, these structures lead to formation of cystic spaces
that are lined by squamous or glandular epithelium and surrounded by inflammatory infiltrate
which focally forms germinal centers.
To investigate the spectrum of such thyroid lesions, the consultation files were reviewed
for thyroid samples containing pathological structures regarded to arise from the ultimobranchial
body. Positive reaction with antibodies against CK5/6, p63, galectin 3, and CEA, and negative
reaction with antibodies against thyroglobulin, TTF-1, and calcitonin were used to confirm the
diagnosis. The specific subtype of the ultimobranchial body-derived lesion was then determined
based on histological examination of H&E-stained slides. Twenty-one cases of ultimobranchial
body-derived lesions were retrieved from the consultation files, 20 of them along with clinical
information (M/F = 6/14,mean age 55 years, range 36–68 years). Lesions derived from the
ultimobranchial body were classified as follows: (hyperplastic) solid cell nests (nine cases), solid
cell nests with focal cystic change (five cases), cystic solid cell nests (two cases), branchial cleftlike cyst (four cases), and finally a peculiar case of Warthin tumor-like lesion (already reported
previously by us in a separate case reported and discussed above. We suggested that the common
denominator of these structures is that they all arise due to activation of inflammatory cells
around the vestigial structures, which leads to cystic dilatation and proliferation of the epithelial
component.
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2.2.5. MOLECULAR PROFILING OF MAMMARY ANALOG SECRETORY
CARCINOMA REVEALED A SUBSET OF TUMORS HARBORING A NOVEL ETV6RET TRANSLOCATION. REPORT OF 10 CASES
As briefly mentioned in the previous sections, MASC, a low-grade salivary gland
carcinoma, usually harbors a characteristic ETV6-NTRK3 gene fusion. However, in a small subset
of these tumors, the ETV6 had an unknown fusion partner, as the NTRK3 gene rearrangements
were not found in this fraction and were provisionally labeled as ETV6-X MASCs [62]. In this
study, we analyzed altogether 10 such ETV6-X cases using NGS methods with the hope of
identifying the partner genes. Eventually, all cases were confirmed to harbor the ETV6-RET gene
fusion.
This finding is very important since some cases of MASC may behave very aggressively
and such patients profit from already available targeted therapy. However, the drug, which is
currently finishing its clinical trials, is effective only for the NTRK3-fused tumors. The detection
of ETV6-RET fusion allows the use of another drug which is currently also undergoing clinical
trials. Therefore, the findings of this study are of utmost clinical importance with the potential to
save or prolong lives in a very close future.
Also, another recent report documented a case of MASC with ETV6-MET fusion which is
another important contribution to this topic [64].
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2.2.6. MAMMARY ANALOG SECRETORY CARCINOMA OF THE NASAL CAVITY:
CHARACTERIZATION OF 2 CASES AND THEIR DISTINCTION FROM OTHER
LOW-GRADE SINONASAL ADENOCARCINOMAS

MASC is a low-grade salivary gland tumor with majority of cases characterized by a
t(12;15)(p13;q25) translocation, resulting in an ETV6-NTRK3 gene fusion. Most MASCs are
localized to the parotid gland and intraoral minor salivary glands. Moreover, ETV6-rearranged
carcinomas with secretory features have been reported recently in the thyroid (with and without a
history of radiation exposure) [65, 66], skin [67], and in very rare instances in the sinonasal tract
[68]. In this report, we described 2 cases of primary MASC in the sinonasal tract and provided a
detailed clinical and histopathologic characterization of their morphology, immunohistochemical
profile, and genetic background and highlighted features allowing its separation from its recently
described molecular mimicker, ETV6-rearranged low-grade sinonasal adenocarcinoma [68].
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2.3. TESTICULAR AND PENILE NEOPLASIA
2.3.1.-2.3.4. PANCREATIC ANALOGUE SOLID PSEUDOPAPILLARY NEOPLASM OF
THE TESTIS AND PRIMARY SIGNET RING CELL STROMAL TUMOR OF THE
TESTIS – A COLLECTIVE COMMENT ON FOUR SEPARATE PAPERS STUDYING A
SPECTRUM OF A SINGLE ENTITY.

Two years ago, we received for consultation a peculiar tumor that morphologically looked
exactly like the solid pseudopapillary neoplasm of the pancreas (SPN-P). The only problem with
this otherwise straightforward case was that the patient was a man and the tumor occurred in his
testis/paratestis. We performed the IHC staining with classical SPN-P IHC markers and even
these results were completely in concert with the diagnosis of SPN-P. We also performed
molecular genetic analysis which revealed an oncogenic mutation in exon 3 of CTNNB1 gene,
the same gene that is mutated in SPN-P. This case of course triggered our curiosity. We looked
for more such cases in our registry and indeed found more very similar tumors that also shared
the same morphology, IHC and mutation. However, they were slightly morphologically different
so we decided to leave them for a separate study. The initial case was published only as a case
report entitled “Pancreatic analogue solid pseudopapillary neoplasm arising in the paratesticular
location. The first case report”. Shortly thereafter, another group published a letter to the editor in
response to our manuscript basically confirming our results and sharing our notion, that this is a
new entity in the testis [69]. We reacted on their letter in response entitled as “Solid
pseudopapillary tumor: a new tumor entity in the testis? Reply”.
The remaining tumors from our registry as well as several others later received from our
colleagues from various institutions were almost identical but featured a high amount of signet
ring cells, and in this regard, they were identical to another study published by my colleagues
years ago, entitled as “Primary signet-ring stromal tumor of the testis” [70]. However, in many
cases, these signet ring cells comingled with non-signet ring cells that were identical to the
cellular population found in the case that was reported as “Pancreatic analogue solid
pseudopapillary neoplasm arising in the paratesticular location”. After a careful morphological
review, a clear spectrum was found ranging from cases of pure signet ring morphology (scattered
signet ring cells can, however, be present in SPN-P as well), to cases of mixed morphology
comprising signet ring and non-signet ring component, the latter being identical to the cells of
SPN-P. Altogether, we collected 13 such cases and published them in an article entitled as
“Primary signet ring stromal tumor of the testis: a study of 13 cases indicating their phenotypic
and genotypic analogy to pancreatic solid pseudopapillary neoplasm”.
The problem with this topic is that so called Sertoli cell tumors NOS, a long-established
heterogeneous group of mostly benign testicular tumors may, in a subset of cases, have the same
phenotype. It was also the problem of one of the reviewers of the latter paper. However, as
mentioned, Sertoli cell tumors NOS, are a very heterogeneous group of tumors, with a very
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variable and uncharacteristic morphology, immunophenotype and molecular genetic changes
including CTNNB1 mutation which is present in only about one half of cases. In fact, what we
are attempting is to separate a morphologically, immunohistochemically and molecular
genetically completely homogeneous group of tumors from a heterogeneous one. Furhermore we
think that a “Sertoli cell tumors” with signet ring cell/SPN-P morphology, IHC staining with
classical SPN-P IHC markers and CTNNB1 mutation represent in fact analogues of solid
pseudopapillary tumors occurring in the testis and not Sertoli cell tumors of any kind.
Eventually, we published a paper in which we broadened the morphological spectrum of
herein described tumors by adding 6 testicular tumors devoid of signer ring cells, thus being very
similar/identical to the SPN-P. In order to provide further evidence for our concept we compared
them morphologically, immunohistochemically and molecular genetically to 8 SPN-P. This latest
paper was entitled “Solid pseudopapillary neoplasm (SPN) of the testis: Comprehensive
mutational analysis of 6 testicular and 8 pancreatic SPNs.”
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2.3.5. DIFFERENTIATED SQUAMOUS INTRAEPITHELIAL LESION (DSIL)-LIKE
CHANGES IN THE EPIDERMIS OVERLYING ANOGENITAL MELANOCYTIC NEVI:
A DIAGNOSTIC PITFALL

Differentiated squamous intraepithelial lesion (dSIL) is a premalignant lesion occurring in
the skin of the anogenital area that is frequently misinterpreted histopathologically as a benign
dermatosis. In this paper, we described a peculiar change in the basal cell layer of the
epidermis/epithelium overlying anogenital melanocytic nevi that may histopathologically imitate
dSIL. The aim of this study was to familiarize the pathologists with this pitfall to avoid its
possible overdiagnosis as dysplasia. Further, we tried to explore the biological characteristics of
the dSIL-like changes and to focus on the differential diagnostic aspects.
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2.3.6. PENILE WARTY MUCOEPIDERMOID CARCINOMA WITH FEATURES OF
STRATIFIED MUCIN-PRODUCING INTRAEPITHELIAL LESION AND INVASIVE
STRATIFIED MUCIN-PRODUCING CARCINOMA

As discussed in the section on first authored manuscripts, we described a penile lesion that
was histologically identical to the Stratified mucin-producing intra-epithelial lesion (SMILE) of
the uterine cervix. Invasive stratified mucin-producing carcinoma (ISMC) is another recently
described cervical lesion [71], whereas SMILE of the cervix is its precursor. In this case report,
we reported an unusual case of mixed variant of penile squamous cell carcinomas with warty,
usual and mucoepidermoid SMILE/ISMC features.
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2.4. THE REST
2.4.1. ENDOMETRIAL ENDOMETRIOID CARCINOMA WITH LARGE CYSTIC
GROWTH CONFIGURATION AND DECEPTIVE PATTERN OF INVASION
ASSOCIATED WITH ABUNDANT NODULAR FASCIITIS-LIKE STROMA: A UNIQUE
HITHERTO UNREPORTED HISTOLOGY IN ENDOMETRIOID CARCINOMA
This case report presented a case of an unusual endometrial endometrioid carcinoma
occurring in a 67-year-old woman which was microscopically characterized by two components.
The first consisted of broad zones of cytologically bland fibromyxoid stroma resembling nodular
fasciitis, showing vaguely nodular architecture. The second component was represented by
neoplastic glands that were characterized by interconnected elongated slit-like and large cystic
profiles, mostly lined by flattened epithelium with variable squamous differentiation, whereas
typical columnar endometrioid cells were only focally present. Voluminous nodules of the stroma
produced phyllodes-like appearance of the tumor. The myofibroblastic proliferation was present
throughout the tumor and the neoplastic glands showed anastomosing “large cystic” rather than
“small cystic” profiles. Some of the neoplastic glands presented almost complete or complete
squamous differentiation, with relatively bland-looking squamous cells and no hint of
endometrioid differentiation, which resulted in initial misdiagnosis of Müllerian adenofibroma.
We believe that nodular fasciitis-like pattern represents yet undescribed, and diagnostically
challenging pattern of invasion in endometrial endometrioid carcinoma.
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CONCLUSION
This dissertation finalizes the postgraduate study of MUDr. Michael Michal. All the
objectives were fulfilled over the course of the study. With the help of the colleagues, the student
presented altogether 13 research papers as the first author and participated as a co-author on another
20 studies, all aimed at the use and correlation of IHC and molecular genetic methods in the
diagnosis of tumors.
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